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Families represent a significant market for arts

organisations. Let’s face it, a family with just 

1 child is going to spend around 13 years in this

life-stage, and consequently has the potential to

be constant and loyal, with a high propensity

towards repeat visiting.

Providing for families, however, can be difficult

to reconcile with provision for other audiences.

Too often provision is at worst poor - 

the assumption being that it is just for kids 

and therefore quality doesn’t matter, and at 

best sporadic - focused around the holidays 

and the ubiquitous panto season.

But families aren’t just for Christmas (oh no

they’re not). Armed with information from a

pilot project telling us what families want and

need, Arts About Manchester embarked on a 

3 year collaboration with venues, marketers,

curators and artists to see what could be done

to better meet the needs of this active market

across the calendar year.

The project was supported by an award 

from the Arts Council’s Arts 4 Everyone

programme, and focused mainly on the galleries

and museums sector, where the potential to

change the relationship between venue, 

product and audience is high. 

Read on to find out how we achieved 

the following:

• promoting almost 300 e v e n t s / e x h i b i t i o n s /

performances with some 60 venues

• creating and funding 3 permanent resources

and 3 Family Friendly exhibitions

• producing a set of guidelines to help venues

assess and enhance their provision, and to

enable a Family Friendly culture

• sustaining partnerships to help raise

awareness of the brand

• establishing the Family Friendly 

listings brochures

• developing a stand alone Family Friendly 

web site (www.familyfriendly.org.uk) which

achieves around 2000 hits per month

• delivering 4 targeted umbrella campaigns

• spreading the Family Friendly word through

• the delivery of the ‘Keep it in the Family’

seminar drawing in speakers and

delegates from across the countr y

• the publication and distribution of

140,000 brochures and 100,000 

freepost flyers across the North West

• building a database of almost 7,000 families

who are highly motivated and actively seek

out things to do together

This report is intended to help all arts

organisations reach this crucial market which for

us has generated an active audience, contactable

via our database of regular attenders. 

The Family Friendly CD Rom holds a wealth 

of other information ranging from additional

reports to examples of promotional material

produced throughout the project.

We hope that you will take from it a fuller

understanding of how to meet family needs 

as well as practical solutions to help create a

more inclusive and Family Friendly environment.

It may not be rocket science, but the case

studies will demonstrate what makes for a

successful Family Friendly approach, and what

doesn’t - it certainly isn’t as straightforward 

as it might seem!

The quality of this project is a result of the

excellent team - the commitment and integrity

of our venue partners, Lindsay Brooks for

origination and leadership, and Taryn Harris

who has delivered the project with energy and

enthusiasm. Well done and thank you all.

For Arts About Manchester, Family Friendly is

far from over. Our ‘baby’ is now a small child

bringing irresistable demands and opportunities.

Alex Saint - Chief Executive
Arts About Manchester Summer 2001
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Chapter 1

Family Friendly: Developing an Audience Focused Approach

The dynamics of families are continually

changing. The population is ageing, people are

living longer and having fewer children later.

According to the Family Policy Studies Centre:

• 1/5 of the current population of child-bearing

women are childless (compared with 1/10 of

the previous generation).

• 40% of the population comprises at least one

adult and child.

• Just 24% of households comprise a

‘traditional’ family (i.e. a couple with

dependent children). 40% of the population

live in this family type.

• There has been a notable growth in lone

parent families to 21% of all families. 

Mostly these are mothers, with 1 in 10 fathers.

• Families are getting smaller in size with an

average of 2 children per family.

• A broader definition of family is in usage and

includes single parents, extended families,

foster parents and other combinations.

So, with the prospect of an overall declining

market, does this make families an unattractive

bet for arts organisations?

The answer is a resounding NO.

First of all there is the sheer volume of the

market. Just under half the population lives in

family groups. An extra 1.1 million adults will

be entering the 30-44 age group in the next

decade, an age when people are increasingly

having families - particularly amongst those

more affluent and therefore culturally active

sectors of the community. Within a 30 minute

drive-time of Manchester there are currently

82,500 adults with at least one child who have

a propensity to visit the arts 1.

Secondly, whilst social change may be altering

the nature or definition of a family, it is also

changing the nature of family activity. The

time/work squeeze is adding pressure to working

parents to seek quality time with their children,

a need which arts organisations should, by their

very nature, be well placed to fill2.

Thirdly, families stay in this life-stage for a 

long period and so consequently they represent 

a relatively constant and loyal market. Shifts 

in the market are more to do with changing

expectations for high service and standards, 

and not fundamental changes in need. 

Finally, children and parents represent a market

in their own right, and are consequently as valid

as any other.

Two of the traditional reasons why arts

organisations have long sought to attract family

audiences into venues are:

"Children represent the audience of tomorrow"

"Get them in the habit of arts attendance at an

early age and we’ll reap the benefits in the future3" 

Whilst this view isn’t invalid - it is certainly

incomplete. Children represent a important

audience of today, and consequently the family

market needs to be treated with the seriousness

and respect given to any other and not seen

simply as future audience development fodder.

Herein lies a fundamental issue. Whilst arts

organisations often recognise the potential of

the family audience to provide footfall or ticket

sales, the commitment to meeting the needs of

this market can often be missing. 

Our project hoped to address this. 

The key would be to take a wholly audience

focused approach - impacting on quality of

experience, choice and provision as well as

marketing activity. A pilot campaign in

1994/1995 gave us a solid grounding in

audience needs and perceptions4, which had

shown that it wasn’t simply about changing 

the product - this market, as with most other

market segments, needs dedicated marketing,

based on a sound understanding of needs,

expectations and perceptions. 

Results from the early campaigns identified the

barriers to attendance: those not visiting didn’t

go because of their perceptions of the arts: 

too formal, intimidating, not appropriate for

children, even boring. Museums and galleries

were seen as fragile environments, and 

theatres and concert halls as paying lip serv i c e -

attracting audiences for certain shows but

making little effort to meet their needs. 

Before they would risk a visit they needed to 

be sure that the environment would offer them

something that would hold the children’s

interest whilst broadening their experience. 

5
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1. CACI.

2. Family Business, Demos Collection 15, February 2000.



The greatest prompts for a visit would come

through recommendation from other families,

being convinced that the visit would be fun,

educational and that there would be things for

the children to take away with them to extend

the visit into the home.

We learned about the family group: the research

demonstrated that a single family group to a

museum typically encompassed the under 5s 

and over 12s, and needed therefore to cater 

to a broad age range. It was also found that a

greater retention of information and emotional

feeling would be attached to a visit where the

family had interacted together. For the purposes

of our campaign we therefore identified families

as being at least one adult with at least one

child under 14.

P u b l i c i t y being offered by individual venues was

not family focused enough and even proactive

families were finding it difficult to find adequate

information to plan their visit. Specially created

information, provided jointly in a single source,

however, would be appealing. 

Taking the evaluation as our starting point, 

our c h a l l e n g e was to not only help organisations

increase the numbers of families visiting their

venues, but to ensure that once there, families

were having the optimum experience.

The task would be to develop an holistic brand -

one which communicated consistent values to

the public and arts organisations alike - one

which met the high expectations of audiences.

Brand development activities would include:

collaborative marketing, investment in product -

permanent and temporary, and venues.

E v a l u a t i o n of audience experiences at venues would

generate further information and intelligence to

support the continued development of the brand,

production of guidelines and recommendations

for programmers, curators and venue managers,

and optimal marketing opportunities. 

Our target was to increase the numbers of

families visiting the arts from 3.6% of the

potential market, to a rather ambitious target 

of 20% (we’ll keep you guessing as to whether

or not we have achieved this).

6



Chapter 2

Creating a Family Friendly Venue

Evaluation of early campaigns suggested that a

primary measure of family friendliness would lie

with the venue, and its image and reputation as

a suitable place to go. Therefore, even before

any product development could take place the

venues themselves needed to be evaluated.

Feedback5 from visiting and non-visiting

families included real and perceptual issues:

• negative memories of visiting as children

themselves -"it was boring and won’t hold 

the interest of our kids!"

• museums and galleries perceived to be fragile

environments making adults anxious

• intimidation - the image of the museum 

guard lives on

• receiving a friendly welcome and helpful staff

would greatly improve the visit (stories of

museum attendants not wanting to issue

activity packs - or theatre ushers forbidding

to-ing and fro-ing from the auditorium to the

loo abounded)

• the need for venues to recognise specific 

n e e d s (catering, merchandise, nappy change,

high chairs, places to sit and rest, picnic 

spots & drinking fountains, clean toilets 

and cloakrooms)

• cost and value for money - family ticketing

and value relating to the length of visit/effort

of getting there/cost

• location - the more local it is the more 

l i k e l y the visit

• easy physical access for getting buggies 

in/out 

• clean toilets, cloakrooms and public areas -

an overall safe environment

An audit of venues assessed the facilities 

in place to cater for families, and also to

examine whether there were factors within 

the organisations that would limit change 

taking place.

The majority of venues felt that facilities such 

as menus, buggy storage, high chairs, affordable

and relevant merchandise etc. should be easy to

provide, but the key limiting factors were very

much to do with attitudes of other staff, in

particular front of house staff (cross art form )

and gallery curators who were fearful of

upsetting other visitors, damage to

exhibits/property, mess  to be cleared up

afterwards.

If Family Friendly was to become a brand in

which the consumer could trust, it would be

necessary to elevate the issue from a marketing

department focus to an organisational one -

requiring the involvement and commitment 

of all staff.

Venues wanting to use the brand logo 

agreed that it should be applied carefully and

c o n s i s t e n t l y. Rather than develop a set of rigid

criteria against which to measure venue

inclusion or expulsion from the scheme, the

approach was softer, designed to encourage

action and make public statements about

aspirations and intent regardless of scale and

resources. As a result the Family Friendly

Guiding Principles6 were developed, which have

acted as a practical measure for all venues to

self-assess the extent of their willingness and

ability to meet family needs.

CASE STUDY
Becoming a Family Friendly Venue
Here Paula Robinson at the Pump House People’s

History Museum, Emma Parsons at the Whitworth

Art Gallery, Sue Latimer at Bury Art Gallery &

Museum and Alison Rudd from the green room are in

conversation, giving their feedback on what Family

Friendly has meant to them.

Why have you identified families as an important
target audience?

PR - They are central to our access 

programme. Providing for families is also important

for repeat visits from children from school visits.

EP - Education is at the heart of the Whitworth’s

mission statement. We have been attracting families

for some time and wish to develop our product and

services in order to retain their loyalty and to develop

new audiences.

SL - They encompass everybody - it’s a way of

reaching adults too.There are gallery-goers that feel

disenfranchised when they have kids. We want to

support family interaction where all are learning

together and enjoying themselves as a unit.

What sort of resistance, if any, have you encountered
within your organisation to attracting families?

PR - Concerns about increased noise for independent

adult learners and academics. Conservation issues

over some of the activities in the Search Engine (pens,

scissors etc.) as the long-term galleries display

collections of historical banners.

SL - There were valid concerns about the conflict of

security versus customer care. There were a few

7
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comments about the gallery not being for under 5s 

but from my point of view this was discrimination that

wouldn’t be tolerated in other circumstances. It has

been a balancing act and the change has been gradual

but marked.

AR - There used to be a slightly dismissive attitude

before each event when the staff contemplated having

to cater for children in an environment that is

normally very adult based.

How have you worked this out?

PR - Involved other departments in designing events 

and activities. Emphasised the commitment to the

family audience at regular internal meetings. We have

set up an Access steering group to look at the impact

of new interactives.

E P - Through discussion and consultation with staff 

and by providing more for families to do on their visit,

which provides a focus and therefore fewer problems 

for Front of House staff. In a small survey of Front of

House staff in 1999, when asked which audiences we

should be targeting more, nearly all staff said families.

SL - By trying out new activities and responding to

any concerns. It’s still a continuing process. We also

found that by involving staff in creating family-

friendly exhibitions and activities, they have a 

greater sense of empowerment and ownership.

AR - We have been having more pre-performance

events which are obviously successful so fears amongst

staff are starting to diminish and attitudes are 

changing. Managers from all areas such as Front of

House and bar have devised rotas so we get the most

family friendly staff for the event. We have also

increased the number of staff working at these 

events so that there has been more of a team feel. 

This has led to a more controlled environment where 

staff feel confident of coping with what can be 

quite hectic and demanding occasions.

Have you encountered resistance from other visitors?

EP - We do get some negative comments from visitors

who want to visit a quiet space. These complaints have

dropped considerably over the last few years.

SL - We have had occasional complaints but are

trying to record them properly, even if they are just

comments, so that one incident doesn’t overwhelm 

otherwise positive feedback. 

How have you responded to this?

EP - Whenever we are able to respond to complaints,

we always state that we aim to encourage family

visitors, and that their growing numbers are a positive

feature of the Galler y.

SL - If a name and address is left then we will write

personally to apologise for any disappointment but

making it clear that we are as committed to

encouraging family visitors as any other group. 

And just like the organisation, visitors are getting

used to the changes.

Please describe the steps your venue has taken 
to becoming a Family Friendly venue.

PR - Recognising the importance of staff training,

especially the welcome. 

A customer care group has been set up.

Families are the target of the Access project.

We undertake site visits to learn from observation.

We evaluate.

We consult with the public and staff and through

holding regular meetings.

EP - Recognition of families as a target audience.

Provision of basic access - e.g. nappy changing,

ramps, lifts etc.

Programming of family exhibitions (initially

unsuccessful internally).

Development of regular resources and events.

Better targeting of information for families via Family

Friendly project.

Return to family programming.

SL - By appointing staff who have an interest in

audience development.

By increasing the level of activity taking place 

in the Gallery.

Introduction of permanent provision.

Making the shop more appropriate for families.

Trying out new methods of involving the 

family audience.

Implementing different methods of interpretation.

Ensuring that there is an ongoing cultural shift within

the organisation.

AR - A number of steps have been taken - many

of which have been in response to requests over the

past year:

Reduction in adult ticket price.

Introduction of pre-show workshops and simple things

to do such as pens and paper on tables in the bar - 

an idea borrowed from a local restaurant chain.

Well informed staff.

All ages welcome policy (e.g. babies are allowed in

with parents but it is asked that if they are unsettled

then the parent should consider leaving the auditorium

for the sake of others).

Clear information is sent to the parents, which makes

the planning of their day out easier.

The bar provides fresh and non-processed drinks.

Production of family friendly print.

What do you feel you still have to do in order to
fulfil Family Friendly criteria?

PR - Better interpretation to meet various learning

styles and needs of families.

Improve links with the café franchise to overcome

pricing issues.

E P - Further develop our services, e.g. catering, seating.

Develop resources further to provide choice for visitors.

Wider staff involvement.

SL - Installing nappy changing facilities.

Improving the lift provision.

Making sure of consistency of Front of House provision.

AR - At present I feel that we are fulfilling the Family

Friendly criteria, however we still need to review our

pricing structures.
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Are there any important lessons that you have
learnt which would help other organisations to
develop their family audience?

PR - Do your research - talk to families often. 

Learn from your mistakes. Visible, apparent and 

clear signage and activities.

EP - Attitudes amongst staff and visitors can change

over time if they can see positive effects for

themselves. Families don’t necessarily want big budget

interactives - they want a positive overall experience

and to engage with the art, by whatever method.

SL - Going ahead and trying things out is the only

way to change the culture of your organisation. 

If you don’t, nothing will change.

AR - Yes! Listen to your customers - they want a

response and they want to be communicated to more

than any other group.

Good product is essential - family audiences will not

come back if they are not satisfied with the product.

Fair pricing structures are essential - this really seems

to be an issue with family audiences.

Learning Points:

• These are venues where a cultural change has

resulted. Huge budgets were not available or

required and families are starting to recognise

that they are welcome and that they can be

confident that the visit will be successful.

• Content of a nexhibition or show, h o w e v e rs u i t a b l e ,

counts for nothing if the overall experience is

a disappointing or troublesome one.

• Attitudes amongst staff and other visitors can

change... if they see positive results. In a recent

survey, front of house staff at a participating

art gallery cited families as the audience they

wanted more of. A huge shift in attitude. 

• The staff committed to this change have

proved that cultural change happens by doing

rather than discussion alone, and that trial

and error is a valid way forward.

• Venues for which families are irregular

visitors need to be able to adapt operationally

to suit the needs of families on occasion. 

• Pricing is a crucial issue. Families experience

genuine economic pressures and the cost of a

day out needs to be affordable - from family

ticket prices to catering and merchandise.

Cost is of course relative and families are

looking for good value - needing to know 

that money and time spent will result in an

enjoyable experience, in comparison with

other alternatives.

• Physical interaction, particularly by touching,

is important for children. If places appear to

be fragile environments, or hostile to the idea

of interaction, parents will be reluctant to 

risk a visit.

• The whole experience is more important to 

the family visitor than to others: an unhappy

child will result in an early exit from a venue,

perhaps never to return - ditto a stressed

parent. Providing for families therefore has 

to be approached holistically. The following

elements have to be considered core needs:

comfort, facilities (hard and soft - i.e.

availability of high chairs and appropriate

menus - nappy change and cleanliness),

interpretation, orientation, layout, atmosphere

and feedback.

• Commitment to families has to run throughout

the organisation. This should begin with

staff’s acceptance of and involvement with

family audiences, and run through to an

empathy requested from visiting companies,

artists and curators. Commitment also has 

to be demonstrated by making provision

available throughout the year, not simply 

at holiday times.
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Chapter 3

Increasing and Improving Family Provision

Throughout the project, Greater Manchester arts

venues have achieved a lot of success in attracting

families to special events, with workshops and

performances often oversubscribed. There is

evidence ofboth market demand and potential

for growth.

The issue that many organisations faced was

how to increase provision within a mixed

programme of exhibitions and performances,

and therefore extend opportunities for the

audience to visit and participate. 

For museums and galleries this meant ensuring

that there were things for families to do whenever

they visited, regardless of exhibition content, and

for performing arts venues to look at how

engagement with the family audience could be

extended beyond occasional shows and concerts.

Performing Arts Venues

The expectation of the public for a theatre or

concert hall to have permanent family provision

is not the same as for museums and galleries.

It is widely understood that programming

(whether in-house or touring) will be varied

although it is still desirable to establish a

reputation for regularity and consistency.

In this instance ‘regular’ can be as little as 

once or twice a year, but at consistent times so

that a loyal and developing audience doesn’t feel

shunted around and less valued than any other.

Local examples include (and the list is far 

from exhaustive):

• Library Theatre Company’s annual 

Christmas production

• BBC Philharmonic’s Blue Peter Concerts

• Halle Orchestra’s Halle-phant series

• Royal Exchange Studio’s regular family shows

Another mechanism is in the creation of regular

family events and workshops where children and

their parents get involved in performance

activities, behind the scenes tours, and other

specially designed events. The All Arts Team at

The Lowry insist that parents stay and join in

with their children when doing dance, drama or

art workshops - ensuring that the occasion is a

family one.

A word of caution. Attempts to suggest increased

provision by applying a Family Friendly logo to

events in brochures which - whilst not adult-only

- have not been specifically designed to appeal

to a family audience, isn’t effective. The audience

knows the difference and the net effect is to

erode the trust in the brand.

CASE STUDY
Sunday Fundays at the green room
Over the past 2 years it has been the emphasis on

family (as opposed to children) which has been the

main focus of the development of the Sunday Fundays

which now make up a quarter of the main theatre

programme at Manchester’s green room theatre. 

The aim was to develop a day where kids and their

parents or carers could come and interact, experience

and have fun together. Originally this was done

through progressive programming of new and

experimental children’s shows, however it was felt

that more could be achieved and during the Spring

2001 season they successfully developed pre-show

activities for everyone attending the show to get

involved with. 

Families now report back very enthusiastically that

this has greatly improved the quality of the visit; not

only does it give them better value for money but also

enables them to explore and feel ‘ownership’ of the

whole building, giving added opportunity to

understand and interact with the theatre piece.

The workshops have also helped overcome certain

organisational issues. With family performances

starting at 2pm this gives a short get-in time for

companies. More often than not the shows would be

late starting which, unsurprisingly, caused a lot more

disruption in the venue with children getting bored

and impatient. The workshops mean that if the show

goes up late, families are still entertained. 

Staff worries about the demands presented by over-

excited children is fast evaporating, as families are

better catered for and the whole experience much

more enjoyable for all concerned!

Museums & Galleries

Year Round Provision

Lots of scholarly research exists about how 

to design exhibits and interactive activities to

engage children and families and it is not our

intention to repeat those here. Our interest is

focused on wanting to test the impact which an

increase in provision has on families’ perceptions

of and willingness to visit arts venues. 
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Family behaviour in museums has been

characterised by the phrase ‘forage, broadcast

and comment’. When this process is successful,

not only does it lead to high levels of inform a t i o n

retention (thus satisfying the curator/educator),

but levels of emotional feeling attached to a

visit, and therefore venue loyalty, are

correspondingly high (and so satisfy the

marketer too)7.

The challenge is to ensure that provision

satisfies the needs of a broad age group - our

research had shown that it was not untypical 

for a family group to include both under 5s 

and over 12s. 

To inform this process a national seminar 

"Keep it in the Family"8 was organised to look 

at good practice from across the country of

ways to accommodate the casual drop-in 

family visitor to museums and galleries. 

The seminar created a huge buzz with 

delegates from organisations across the 

country going back with renewed enthusiasm

and new ideas to help them define their own

family friendly programme. This was also

another opportunity for venues to validate 

their actions - here was evidence of national

organisations seriously responding to 

family needs. 

Additional research visits were made to other

organisation to seek inspiration for the

development of new resources in 3 of our

partner museums and galleries.

CASE STUDY 9

Year round provision
Bury Art Gallery & Museum: 
‘The Problem with Pictures’
The inspiration to develop a book had come in part

from Nottingham Castle Museum, where a storybook

available for families to read together was based on

items in the collection. Bury Art Gallery & Museum

came up with ‘The Problem with Pictures’. This

picture book was devised and created by an artist 

and a pair of writers to help families engage with

paintings in the galler y, particularly those from the

Wrigley Collection.

"The book is not only a resource in its own right but a
focus for other activity – learning, events and marketing."

Sue Latimer, Culture Quarter Development Officer,

Bury Art Gallery & Museum

Pump House People’s History Museum: 
Search Engine
The Search Engine activity trolley was created to help

families explore the museum together. This is housed in

the permanent galleries and has portable folding stools

for families to take with them, as well as paper and

pencil based activities to lead you around the museum.

"The Search Engine is crucial for families; it allows 
the whole family to discover lots of interesting ways 
to explore the museum [and] families are spending
more time when they visit - up to 3 hours! [It] has
provided a voice for our attendant staff. The Front of
House team feel empowered by it. The Search Engine 
has acted as a trial for future planned interactives 
and allowed discussion to take place regarding 
design and positioning."

Paula Robinson, Marketing Officer, Pump House

People’s History Museum

Whitworth Art Gallery: 
Globetrotter Backpacks
The Whitworth Art Gallery took inspiration from 

the backpacks created by London’s V&A Museum.

They created Globetrotter Backpacks to help families

engage with the permanent collections in the Gallery,

with both interactive and paper based activities to

help reinforce the experience of looking. When the

packs were launched in July 1999, the Whitworth

gathered some qualitative feedback from families:

• "Activities were well thought out for each age 

group. Kept the children occupied. Made us look

more closely." (parent)

• "Great idea. There should be more things like this."

(parent)

• "This is a very good idea that made the day

enjoyable and memorable. The children will want to

come back again." (parent)

• "It was fabulous - I loved it." (Dylan, 7)

• "It was very good. Not boring - brill. I can’t wait to

come back." (Simone, 10)

• "I thought it was brilliant and enjoyed it a lot and

will love coming again." (Sara, 11)

"The backpacks have provided a permanent resource
for family visitors which we can use alongside other
one-off events to ensure that visitors always have
opportunities to engage with collections. One of the
great things about them is that the children often
lead the adult round, and the activities mean that a
whole family group became involved in exploring 
and discussing the artwork."
Emma Parsons, Marketing Officer, 

The Whitworth Art Gallery

Temporary Exhibitions

Temporary exhibitions are also a given feature

of museum and gallery activities and present 

an excellent opportunity to increase provision.
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Whilst not all exhibitions are specifically 

aimed at children, it was our view that a Family

Friendly venue would consistently attempt to

make all (or perhaps more realistically, most)  

of its exhibitions accessible and enjoyable for

families at an interpretative level.

Whilst museum exhibitions are often designed

with families in mind and a number of highly

accessible and interactive child-friendly visual

art exhibitions do exist in galleries and on the

touring circuit - on the whole contemporary

art exhibitions tend to be aimed at an adult

audience, even when the subject matter isn’t

adult-only - making galleries an untypical 

choice for the average family day-out.

Unconvinced that this had to be the case, we set

out to test the extent to which contemporary art

exhibitions could be made more appealing to

family groups.

This was delicate ground. Making an exhibition

child friendly (relying on adding-on family

activities) is a very different process to creating

a truly family friendly experience - and an artist

or gallery’s intention to reach a mixed audience

needed to remain intact. When the idea was

presented to artists, they were very open to it

and keen to explore ways in which they could

create an exhibition which would meet the 

needs of the family audience.

Three Family Friendly commissions took place

over the 3 years of the project. These exhibitions

would all share the same aims which were to:

• present an exhibition of contemporary art

which demonstrated a curatorial approach to

audience development

• increase the number of families visiting 

the gallery

• provide an enjoyable, engaging experience 

for families

The exhibitions were: 

Comic? At Oldham Art Gallery in 1998. This

exhibition was co-curated by Oldham born

artist, Mark Hampson. It looked at the use of

humour in contemporary art.

Long Time No See at Turnpike Gallery in

Spring 1999 which was a photography

exhibition by local photographer Dave Walker.

Here he revisited people he had photographed

10 years earlier. The exhibition drew on the

stories of their lives over this 10 year period.

Ryhope Walk at Salford Museum and Art

Gallery in Spring 2000. This was a specially

commissioned installation by local artist Jen

Southern, who from the very outset worked 

with 4 Salford families in developing the work.

An independent evaluator was appointed to

assess the extent to which the projects were

successful. A detailed report 10 describes the

challenges faced and conclusions drawn.

CASE STUDY
Working with Artists
C o m i c ? was already in progress when AAM got

involved. Key issues resulted from the inexperience of a

new and specially assembled project team in taking a

wholly audience focused approach. Our assumptions

around levels of understanding of audience development

and marketing terminology caused complications.

Better systems for communicating market intelligence

(such as the need to consider under 5s when dealing

with family groups) would need to be developed. The

key learning point here was for AAM. If we were acting

as adviser on market needs and issues, then we would

need to be more assertive and clear in making those

needs known, and helping artists and curators deliver.

Long Time No See was approached more proactively by

AAM. Early meetings with the artist and the curator

identified specific roles and responsibilities and

provided market intelligence and guidelines for creating

the optimum Family Friendly experience. Despite these

measures there were still problems. This time the artist

and curator disagreed over whose responsibility it was

to provide interpretation - each believing it should be

the other - and the degree to which it should be integral

or additional. In the end the curator provided the

interpretation separately from the exhibition. 

Ryhope Wa l k was the final exhibition and the one in

which we hoped all of the learning would come

t o g e t h e r. AAM sat on the artist selection panel and

agreed a detailed contract with the venue identify i n g

the key audience development objectives for the

commission. The artist involved local families in the

development of the exhibition content and ideas,

through workshop sessions. During the project however

it became clear the artist was finding it difficult to

meet the Family Friendly criteria - getting confused

between involving families in the development of ideas

and concepts and the delivery of a truly Family Fr i e n d l y

exhibition and environment in its own right. The final

installation was ultimately the independent expression

of an artist. Whilst the 4 participating families had

thoroughly enjoyed their experiences, the final

exhibition had limited appeal to visiting families

attracted by the marketing.
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Learning Points:

• Critical to successful increased provision is 

to apply the Family Friendly brand logo

carefully to the product and ensure that it 

is genuinely suitable.

• Consistency is key. In performing arts venues

this will mean building up a reputation for

regular family programming. In visual arts

venues there is a much greater need for

catering for the drop-in visitor and therefore

year round provision is essential - through

special activities and by ensuring that all 

(or at least most) exhibitions are capable 

of being enjoyed by families.

• An empathy is required from visiting

companies, artists and curators in order to

ensure that family needs are being met.

• Social interaction for the family plays a

critical role in shaping the visit. Family

members bring their own personal and social

agendas to bear, even more than other visitors.

Discussions between family members generated

by looking at exhibitions and reading

interpretation is an important part of the

experience. Arts venues should be proactive 

in bringing this about. Conversations can 

be pivotal in finding shared meaning in an

exhibition and adults often need more help in

starting those conversations in contemporar y

art exhibitions than in museums.

• Contemporary art can be presented to f a m i l i e s

in an accessible and enjoyable way without

compromising the work on offer. Many artists

have shown a great interest in wanting to

produce contemporary visual art exhibitions

which communicate with families, and it

remains possible to extend this to artists 

who may not yet have identified families as 

a potential audience. Indeed, in the current

access and audience development climate,

artists who are willing to embrace Family

Friendly principles may increase their

opportunities to exhibit their work.

• Our experiences in achieving this were flawed,

but the learning from this was invaluable. 

At the heart of the problem was the

communication and understanding gap

between artists, programmers and marketers,

and in tackling such a project again we would

try to address this by:

• identifying other artists with a proven

track-record in reaching families to act 

as mentors

• providing simpler guidelines and checklists

using less ‘marketing-speak’

• a clearer identification of roles and

responsibilities

• getting participants to buy-in to the

objectives through activities such as

observing family behaviour at other

exhibitions, meeting family focus groups etc

• Provision cannot be based on a narrow 

age band. Although most children of family

visitors are aged between 6-11 years, under

5s and 11-16s form significant minorities 

in the family unit.

• Permanent resources at museums and

galleries have given families a focus to their

visit - without them it was harder for families

to engage their children which meant an

unsatisfactory visit for visitors and staff 

alike. Whitworth has noticed a huge drop in

complaints from the public regarding noise and

d i s ruption from families since the development

of year-round resources for families.
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Chapter 4

Collaborative Marketing

• "It’s impossible to know what’s on for families

at every venue. You have to wade through so

many unsuitable brochures before finding

something relevant. Getting all arts.

information in a single source would be ideal."

• "Plenty of information is needed beforehand to

plan the visit which can be a military

operation for families."

• "Generic campaigns do attract first time

visitors and bring about substantial venue

cross over."

• "If the message conveys the creative,

stimulating nature of the experience then

museums and galleries won’t be a turn off."

• "Recommendations from other families will

prompt visits."11

Arts About Manchester is founded on the belief

that collaboration is central to successful

audience development, and the above comments

gathered during evaluation activities seem to

endorse this and light the way to effective

targeted marketing.

By working collaboratively, arts organisations will:

• share information and intelligence, and learn

from each other

• meet the ongoing needs of target markets

more effectively

• communicate more directly

• achieve economies of scale

• encourage cross over, grow the market and

increase frequency

• have greater impact

Over the 3 years of Family Friendly there 

were a range of collaborative activities - 

including regular newsletters and brochures,

database development, research activities, 

web site and specific thematic campaigns

(Family Friendly Fortnights). 

In this chapter we shall examine the extent to

which the Family Friendly project benefited

from a collaborative marketing approach. 

Umbrella Campaigns 

To win the confidence of both the target market

and the venues, a number of high profile

collaborations were developed which would

bring a host of separate activities together

under one umbrella campaign.

Over the course of the project four campaigns

took place. The "Family Friendly Fortnights"

were timed to coincide with school holidays and

increasingly became themed around key events

taking place in the locality, culminating in a

millennial fortnight for Easter 2000. 

CASE STUDY
Family Friendly Fortnight, Summer 1998

The intention of the event was to:

• encourage venues to programme events specifically

for families, over and above what they would

normally do 

• start to develop the concept of Family Friendly as 

a central brand, raising awareness in the press and

media and by delivering a targeted print campaign 

• encourage art-form crossover 

• recruit families to a database 

• evaluate the success of the campaign

Family feedback informed us that the latter weeks of

the school break were the best time for activities during

the summer holidays to plan Family Friendly events. 

Although most performing arts venues were dark

during this period (15 - 30 August), many took part

running behind the scenes tours, drama workshops

and family concerts. 

Of the 60 events organised during the fortnight, 

there was a wide choice from circus skills workshops,

to backstage tours, to story telling sessions and

participative drop-in sessions. There was even a

workshop for families to curate their own exhibition.

"Our Family Friendly workshop was extremely
successful; we were fully booked and probably could
have filled it twice over. None of the participants had
been to previous Cornerhouse events, and they had only
seen the event advertised in the Family Friendly What’s On.
Several families requested that Family Friendly took
place every school holiday."

Vicky Charnock, Education Officer, Cornerhouse

A questionnaire was circulated during the fortnight:

• 49% of families were visiting for the first time in

12 months or more

• of those visiting museums and galleries 15% had

previously never visited either, compared with 2% 

to theatres

• 85% of visitors were aware of Family Friendly

publicity

The launch had provided a theme or hook for the

events and this became an important feature in the

development of future campaigns. At the time of

writing we are considering how Family Friendly 

will play a role in the planning and promotion of the

cultural events which will coincide with the activities

being held in Greater Manchester during 2002

Commonwealth Games.
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Press & PR

Part of the purpose of the Fortnights was to create

a profile which arts organisations wanted to be part

of and thereby increase and improve provision.

The involvement of a media friendly advocate

(in our case Mark Radcliffe, Radio 1 DJ and

local parent), was a key part of generating wide

spread coverage and thereby winning the prompt

attention of campaign partners.

One such partner was the Manchester 

Evening News, who produced a special 

family supplement.

Familiarisation trips for Tourist Information Centre

staff from across the North West were arranged at

a selection of venues to introduce them to Fa m i l y

Friendly and encourage their support.

We also went out to meet our market in non-

arts environments and provide tasters, hosting

events within events such as taking stalls at

carnivals or holding activity sessions at other

leisure events (local parks and libraries).

Promoting cross over

Families tend to feel safe in familiar

environments and are likely to visit the same

places again and again because they are assured

of a known experience. In the commercial world

standardisation is often the result. 

Families that are looking for something more

customised and unique are potentially well

served by the arts, but the tendency to fall into

repetitive habits may mitigate against cross- 

over between art forms and venues.

CASE STUDY

Vart Vapour: the Comic Strip
To encourage better cross-over, we commissioned a

local graphic designer and children’s TV writer to

create a comic, picked up at venues, that would aim t o

reinforce the visit and incentivise art-form cross over.

Children from Salford Museum and Art Gallery’s kids

club acted as a consumer panel and education officers

from arts organisations advised on the activity pages.

50,000 comics were given out to families and promoted

via a poster campaign across Greater Manchester.

Children enjoyed the style of the comic strip, the

activity pages, the colourful cover page and the

message of the story line. 

Additionally the comic proved to be a resounding

success in unanticipated areas: its quality was

appreciated by family visitors, making them feel

valued, and venue staff, especially Front of House,

reported that they enjoyed having a worthwhile 

freebie to hand out. 

H o w e v e r, we also discovered that the comic had 

been read by a narrow age band and relied on

parental involvement to engage smaller children. 

Its format was possibly too ambitious and the 

s t o ry line too complex. The comic’s objective 

could possibly be achieved by producing a simpler,

activity focused pack.

Print

Typically the arts marketer relies on a range of

day to day tactical activities which include print

and its distribution, direct mail, advertising,

press and PR.

With limited budgets, we often struggle to make

one approach fit all and a single piece of print

will invariably need to communicate with a

range of markets from the established, the

recent convert and the potential new attender.

The majority of communication issues for family

audiences echo the cries of all new and potential

audiences, that the communication mix should

be more audience focused, factual and clear,

appeal to motivations and lifestage, and not be

exclusively product driven.

The ability to find reliable information easily in

a single source was an important requirement of

the market. Central therefore to the project was

the development of a centralised "What’s On"

brochure, which remains a key part of the

campaign to date.

A family focus group informed us that popular

words to encourage response to information

would be: ‘entertaining’, ‘exciting’, ‘educational’,

‘discover’ and that endorsement by other

families would have impact. These features were

built into the print. Equally they wanted to know

about venues - their accessibility, facilities,

location, ease of transport and so this was

provided in a planning section and supported 

by public transport inform a t i o n .
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CASE STUDY
Development of the Family Friendly 
listings brochure
AAM started this initiative producing a low cost 

in-house Family Friendly newsletter (two colour,

folded A3) which was sent out to the families on 

the database. 

Feedback from families indicated that the newsletter was

clear and simple and aimed at helping families make

choices, rather than persuade or sell. Bringing

relevantinformation together in one place was its

biggest appeal, and families valued it being independent

of any single venue or event and therefore impartial. 

To increase its impact, we have steadily increased the

production values of the print so that it:

• looks fun and friendly and clearly aimed at the

target market

• is of good quality

• is attractive for on-site pick-up

• is comprehensive - covering a substantial period of

time and all art-forms

• is informative - providing adequate information for

families to be able to plan trips (transport, on-site

facilities, etc.)

• has increased print runs

The response from the public and venues has been

excellent and the production values high enough to 

be able to attract advertising and partnership/

sponsorship funds:

"I very much enjoy receiving your family newsletter

and always attend something as a result of reading

about it in your publication." 

(Family Friendly member)

"I think this is a great enterprise! People with small

children can become very isolated and the more

information we have the better." 

(Family Friendly member)

"We are grandparents and we like to take our

grandchildren on days out; these days out in your

newsletter are days with a difference (and) the pleasure

it has brought to our children is still ongoing. "

(Family Friendly member)

"...clear and attractive." 

(Pump House People’s History Museum)

"...clear, easy to navigate." 

(The Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester)

"...excellent - like the brochure format and photos."

(Whitworth Art Gallery)

We now produce 50,000 of these booklets covering

quarterly seasons to send out to our database and

distribute throughout the region, and it has informed

the development of the Family Friendly web site. 

Venues provide the information and AAM co-ordinates

its production, advertising and distribution. It requires

lots of co-operation but the effort is worth it. Venue

feedback tells us that within hours of the brochure

landing on the doormat, events can be sold out.

Mailing Lists

From the very start resources were focused on

recruiting names and addresses to a central,

cross venue database. 

From a dedicated recruitment drive at the

beginning of the project supported by a piece of

generic print, 1500 new names and addresses

were received in just 8 weeks. The total overall

reached more than 3,000 and we still receive

the occasional one through the post even now.

This developed to include mailing of freepost

greetings cards to all families on the database

encouraging them send onto friends and families

locally, (as well as nationally, specifically timed

to tie in with the unprecedented number of events

taking place in the region for Easter 2000

Millennium and so capitalise on tourism visits,

inviting them to join the mailing lists). 

Links on a website allowed users to e-mail a 

card to a friend, and in this way our satisfied

customers acted as recruiters to the scheme.

To date almost 7000 people have joined the

database in order to receive information.

Web Site

Once the brand was reasonably well established,

a stand-alone web site was developed specifically

for the campaign. 

The site < w w w. f a m i l y f r i e n d l y. o r g . u k >

is fully registered with a range of search engines,

regularly updated and has interactive games.

Generic promotion now encourages families to

check out the web site which attracts around

2,000 visits per month and is also proving to 

be an effective way to recruit new families on 

to the mailing list.
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Learning Points:

• Collaboration not only reduces duplication 

of scare time and cash resources - but it is

also giving the public what they want.

• Few venues can appeal only to families. 

A joint initiative is therefore a great

mechanism of reaching the market without

diluting individual venue brand.

• Minimum standards are important, and 

the development of a familiar brand is a

mechanism for providing that consistency

without losing diversity.

• When communicating with families,

remember that they need to be informed

about the comfort factors and logistics for 

a visit as much as the content, and it is

important to receive this information before

planning the trip.

• The majority of promotional issues for family

audiences echo the cries of all new and

potential audiences, that the communication

mix should be more audience focused, factual

and clear, appeal to motivations and lifestage

and not sell on product alone.

• All publicity material should stress the

experience as well as the content of the

exhibition.

• Be clear and truthful in describing events and

facilities - like any other, the market is put off

by obscure references and vague language.

• Being child friendly or not adult-only is a 

very different concept to being truly Family

Friendly. Families understand this and will

feel let down by any attempt, however

unintentional, to misrepresent.

• Families are easy to find as they gather in 

lots of obvious and publicly accessible places,

e.g. libraries.

• Database recruitment really worked in

developing an active subscriber list, and the

level of response instantly gave the brand

credibility and value.

• Marketing activity can be interactive (see our

web-site) and interpretative activity can be

promotional (extending a visit into the home

and encouraging repeat and cross over visits).

• Collaborations between venues and art forms

are not only cheaper - but also more effective,

making the product offer look more

substantial and getting the information direct

to the market, in a way in which they want it.

• Although perf o rming arts and visual arts

venues work within very different parameters,

the ability to offer an overall quality

experience for a family applies to any artform. 

By collaborating across the arts, therefore, 

we are able to extend the experience of visiting

individual venues to that of other artform s .

• By sharing information at regular

collaborative meetings arts organisations are

able to validate their actions, reinforce their

ideas and learn from the experiences of others.

These meetings also ensure that the project 

is being run to meet the objectives of the

participating organisations.

The formula for Family Friendly campaigns 

is now well established, comprising regular

features which the venues and the market 

both rely on:

• a brochure (50,000 a quarter)

• mailing and distribution

• web site

4 venues feed back their opinions on why

working collaboratively was useful:

Emma Parsons, Marketing Officer,

Whitworth Art Gallery:

"Exchanging information and ideas in joint

meetings has been very positive and is

continuing after the project has ended. 

The project has given us a focus for our audience

development work with families and given us

publicity opportunities that would not have 

been possible working alone. The huge database

developed by Arts About Manchester means that 

a large public recognises the Family Friendly

brand and is aware of our own programming

and services in this area. The database and

brochure could only have been achieved by

working collaboratively.

"It has been helpful over the project’s life to have

the professional support of AAM, particularly for

those of us who are the only staff working on

audience development in our venues.

"The project has also made us more aware of the

importance of the whole gallery experience to

our family visitors and kept us on track with

developing a better overall experience. 
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We have a greater understanding of the needs of

family visitors... Staff can see families enjoying

learning in the galleries, having a positive

experience, and then returning." 

Paula Robinson, Marketing Officer,

Pump House People’s History Museum:

"We ask when taking bookings for specific

Family Friendly workshops and activities 

where they found out about us. Family Fr i e n d l y

brochure is linked to bookings: no brochure

equals low bookings. We have been undertaking

a visitor survey which shows an increase 

in families and Family Friendly has raised

awareness with branding in all of our literature

that we are a Family Friendly venue.

"Family Friendly has put us in contact with

other venues and we have received extremely

valuable support from Arts About Manchester

with their excellent knowledge of the subject...

"...families are no longer seen at the bottom of

the pile, competition within gallery space has

been lifted."

Sue Latimer, Culture Quarter Development

Officer, Bury Art Gallery & Museum:

"We see a drop in visitor numbers when the

Family Friendly publicity is not produced.

Through building awareness of the Family

Friendly brand, museums and galleries are

recognised as places for families to visit.

"Networking through meetings and case study

visits has been invaluable and has also enabled

us to ‘pinch’ ideas and learn from each other.

It puts you in an environment where you can

come up with ideas.

"It has made our approach more strategic as 

we have established criteria and put a lot of

thought into what it means to be a Family

Friendly venue.

"By working collaboratively it has given Family

Friendly projects validity in the organisation and

a public face. It also means we are not working

in isolation." 

Alison Rudd, Marketing Manager,

green room (performing arts venue):

"Family Friendly has been a great tool for

marketing; a great proportion of our bookers

receive the pamphlet. Family Friendly is also

brilliant as a sound board and for getting advice."
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Chapter 5

Broadening the Agenda: 
Family Friendly as a Universal Concept

Family Friendly is recognised as being a

successful initiative by more than just AAM’s

arts partners. As the project has developed,

more organisations in different sectors have

wanted a share of this valuable market, and

have been appreciative of how an initiative in

the cultural sector can affect and support their

own plans. The experience and achievements of

Family Friendly have acted as a catalyst for

other family focused activity outside the cultural

sector and as such have led to the development 

of a range of partnership opportunities.

CASE STUDY
Wider Importance of the Family Market:
Manchester City Centre Marketing Group
A cross-partnership group of agencies interested in

issues pertaining to the City Centre, has long shown

an interest in Family Friendly.

The family market is highly desirable to local

politicians, developers, police, shopkeepers, hoteliers

and restaurateurs alike. 

The concept of a Family Friendly city, with families

actively participating in all aspects of city life would

be an essential cornerstone of achieving Manchester’s

ambition of being a truly European centre, and

tackling the downsides of a vibrant night-time culture.

It was acknowledged that the city was not a popular

place with families and research was needed to 

define the problems and respond to the needs. 

A joint research project was carried out by Arts 

About Manchester, Manchester Evening News and

Manchester City Centre Management Group to fulfil

this objective. Families were targeted through the

Family Friendly mailing list.

Families wanted to see solutions to big problems 

such as cleanliness, crime and safety but they agreed

that quality cultural events and venues act as a major

draw in bringing large numbers of families into the

centre and were helping to raise standards across

other sectors. Existing theatres/shows, museums,

galleries and exhibitions were seen as being excellent

places for families.

Our partners agree that they have something to 

learn from the arts excellence in this field and the

partnership will continue to work together to improve

the services for families in Manchester City Centre,

with AAM feeding in advice, marketing opportunities

and information and research evidence to help meet

family needs.

CASE STUDY
Family Friendly Tourism Campaign12

In 1999 Arts About Manchester secured some extra

funding for Family Friendly via the European Regional

Development Fund as part of Marketing Manchester’s

Tourism Strategy. This allowed the campaign to

develop its tourism potential by attracting new UK

visiting families, especially short-break takers and day

visitors, to Greater Manchester. One of the important

target markets for this campaign was Visiting Friends

and Relations (VFR) as this market does not suffer

from seasonality yet accounts for almost 30% of

domestic tourism trips in the UK.

To enhance the image of Family Friendly to make it

more attractive for tourists, as well as developing the

quality of the listings brochure a recruitment postcard

was produced for families on the database to send out

with Christmas cards to encourage visits during the

Easter holidays. This brought another 500 families on

to the Family Friendly database. It was during this

campaign that the stand alone Family Friendly website

was created and its availability as a resource for

families promoted through Family Friendly literature.

Two generic marketing campaigns were organised 

for October 1999 and Easter 2000, to tie in 

with the planned final A4E Family Friendly

promotional period.

Research carried out into short break takers to

Manchester has indicated that:

• one in five VFR visitors had been to theatres and

concerts

• those that visited theatres and concerts are more

likely to rate their visit excellent value for money

• over twelve months short break takers to

Manchester spent £559,000 on entertainment with

VFRs spending on average £107.68 per party per

visit on eating out and entertainment 13

The tourism campaign created the opportunity

for Family Friendly to extend its identity beyond

AAM’s membership and create partnerships

within the wider cultural and leisure sectors.

This way the Family Friendly brand was able 

to become recognised by a wider public and

relationships with other sectors were forged.
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CASE STUDY
Cross Sector Partnerships:
GMPTE (Greater Manchester Public Transport Executive)

GMPTE has supported Family Friendly financially. They

distribute 15,000 Family Friendly listings brochures

throughout their travel shops in Greater Manchester. In

r e t u rn they have a full travel page and are credited with

their logo in the brochure and on the Family Friendly

website. This partnership could develop to improve the

impact they have on Family Friendly users, for example

by developing a travel/venue map together and by making

the travel page more appropriate for family needs.

Greater Manchester Visitor Attractions Programme

This programme has been funded by the ERDF as part

of the Tourism Strategy, its focus being on attracting

the day visitor to Greater Manchester. Having identified

families as one of their audience segments, they have

partnered with Family Friendly to promote Greater

Manchester attractions to families outside Greater

Manchester. As a result they are credited as being a

high profile partner in the Family Friendly brochure

and through website links and exposure. Their free

publication ‘Experience Greater Manchester’ lists 

over 200 attractions across Greater Manchester 

which acts as the ideal companion to the events 

based Family Friendly brochure.

Diverse Media Group

A fter initial conversations with DMG (the publishers 

of City Life) over ways to help to continue the Fa m i l y

Friendly listings exposure, they started to explore 

the idea of producing a commercial ‘Kids Guide’ 

to Greater Manchester. This publication has been

developed to promote Family Friendly arts venues, 

as well as inform families of clubs, leisure facilities,

restaurants, shops and basically everything that is

available throughout the region for families to get

involved in. They have used the Family Fr i e n d l y

mailings to promote the publication, which brought 

in substantial numbers of pre-orders 

for them, and used the logo to brand venues. This

partnership will prove very useful for reciprocal piggy-

back marketing exercises and we intend to pursue initial

discussions with the publisher about a future magazine.

Maydaze

The Association of Greater Manchester Authorities

and Marketing Manchester allocated funds for AAM

to co-ordinate the marketing activity for Maydaze

(street festival) events across Greater Manchester in

May 2001. By using the existing marketing tools

adopted for Family Friendly we were able to

incorporate the press and marketing within the Family

Friendly umbrella. This has created much stronger ties

with all the marketing officers from the districts

across Greater Manchester who are able to see the

advantages of tying their activity in with existing

promotional opportunities such as Family Friendly.

Learning Points:

• Partners from other sectors are keen to

support initiatives which have proven

successful in targeting specific audiences. 

• The family market has wide appeal -

politically and commercially and arts-based

initiatives are seen as being exemplars.

• Strong brand development and the recognition

of the quality associated with Family Friendly

has made it an ideal tool for tourism activity.

• Through monitoring the success of joint

activity, other potential partners are more

likely to come on board.
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Chapter 6

Assessing the Impact and Planning the Future

Family Friendly has proved itself to be one of

Arts About Manchester’s most successful

audience development campaigns.

It has:

• programmed and promoted almost 300

events/exhibitions/performances with some 

60 venues

• increased the numbers of families visiting the

arts across Greater Manchester from 3.6% of

the attending market to 25% - some 5%

higher than our target

• created and funded 3 permanent resources

which, through evaluation, we know have

helped to create a better quality visit for

families

• directly funded 3 exhibitions

• produced a set of guidelines to help venues

assess and enhance their provision, and to

enable a family friendly culture

• created and sustained partnerships to help

raise awareness of the brand

• created and sustained listings brochures as a

self financing promotional tool so that we can

continue to reach our expectant market in 

the future

• created a stand alone family friendly web site

(www.familyfriendly.org.uk) which not only

offers information to local residents but also

to visitors

• delivered 4 targeted umbrella campaigns

(Summer 1998, Easter 1999, October 1999

and Easter 2000)

• spread the word through

• the delivery of the “Keep it in the 

Family” seminar drawing in speakers 

and delegates from across the countr y

• the publication and distribution of

140,000 brochures and 100,000 

freepost flyers across the North West

• built up a database of almost 7,000 families

who are highly motivated and actively seek

out things to do together

The key learning points are distilled as follows: 

Family Friendly venues recognise that:

• The whole experience is more important to 

the family visitor than to others: an unhappy

child will result in an early exit from a venue,

perhaps never to return - ditto a stressed

parent. Providing for families therefore has 

to be approached holistically. The implications

for the following elements in your

organisation have to be considered: comfort,

facilities (hard and soft - i.e. availability 

of high chairs and appropriate menus - 

nappy change and cleanliness), interpretation,

orientation, layout, atmosphere and feedback.

• Commitment to families has to run

throughout the organisation. This should begin

with staff’s acceptance of and involvement

with family audiences, and run through to an

empathy requested from visiting companies,

artists and curators. Commitment also has 

to be demonstrated by making provision

available throughout the year, not simply 

at holiday times.

Family Friendly Events, Exhibitions and Shows

will recognise that:

• Social interaction for the family plays a critical

role in shaping the visit. Family members bring

their own personal and social agendas to bear,

even more than other visitors. Discussions

between family members generated by looking

at exhibitions and reading interpretation is an

important part of the experience. Arts venues

should take responsibility in bringing this

about. Conversations can be pivotal in finding

shared meaning in an exhibition and adults

often need more help in starting those

conversations in contemporary art exhibitions

than in museums.

• Physical interaction, particularly by touching,

is important for children. If places appear 

to be fragile environments, or hostile to the

idea of interaction, parents will be reluctant

to risk a visit.

• Provision cannot be based on a narrow age

band. Although most children of family

visitors are aged between 6-11 years, under

5s and 11-16s form significant minorities 

in the family unit.
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Family Friendly Marketing is most successful 

if it is:

• Collaborative. Collaborations between venues

and art forms are not only cheaper - but also

more effective, making the product offer 

look more substantial and getting the

information direct to the market, in a way 

in which they want it.

• Needs driven. Families want to know what’s

on, how to get there, and what to expect in

terms of facilities and provision.

• Truthful and genuine. Being child friendly or

not adult-only is a very different concept to

being truly Family Fr i e n d l y. Fa m i l i e s

understand this and will feel let down by any

attempt, however unintentional, to misrepresent.

With the project funding for Family Friendly at

an end, the project will take key learning points

forward and:

• work with more venues to improve provision

and fulfil Family Friendly criteria

• continue to promote family events through

umbrella promotions

• explore ways to segment the family audience

in order to reach communities who presently

feel excluded from the arts

• work with tourism, transport, service

providers as partners to meet the full

marketing potential of Family Friendly,

and to make Greater Manchester a recognised

Family Friendly destination - a great place to

live and visit

On a practical basis Family Friendly will continue

as an active campaign at Arts About Manchester.

Our audience is hungry for information and our

partner venues are committed to providing them

with exciting product. We will continue to meet

this expectation through the production of our

listings brochure, joint campaigns and

maintenance of the web site. These will need 

to become increasingly self supporting, but the

groundwork we have done in building extern a l

partnerships, and developing commercial

commodities such as mailing lists and brochures

hold us in good stead.

With a core and loyal audience in place Fa m i l y

Friendly has potential to impact on the development

of distinct new or underdeveloped markets:

• the tourism market, specifically, day visitors

from within an hour and half drive-time,

overnight tourists to Manchester and the

visiting friends and relations market

• new attenders, especially those who are

currently underrepresented and/or are 

socially excluded

The project has demonstrated that family

activities are appealing to a much broader

audience than the usual arts attender.

(31% compared with a norm across GM of 21%)

As our project did not specifically target specific

market segments, reaching non-traditional

attenders was casual rather than planned and

consequently the potential impact from more

targeted activity is extremely high. 

The opportunity to cross fertilise with other

audience development programmes within 

Arts About Manchester, such as the Arts

Ambassadors programme which targets 

African, Caribbean, Asian and Chinese

communities is strong.

F i n a l l y, we have a vision: a vision of a national

Family Friendly network, creating a strong

cultural brand which families nationally will

trust and recognise. It’s potential is clear.

For the market it will be a single source of

information:

• a single symbol used by all participating 

arts organisations and companies 

• a web site of events and activity across the

country

• known standards and quality assurance

And for arts organisations it will deliver:

• a vast database of regional attenders which

can be used to keep close to the market to

understand their needs and wants

• a best practice and information network 

• a mechanism to encourage others to raise the

Family Friendly torch and develop promotional

partnerships - with tourism for example

We invite you to share in that vision.
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Report Glossary

AAM

Arts About Manchester

A4E

Arts for Everyone 

(Arts Council Lottery funded programme)

Family

for purpose of this project: 

one adult with at least one child under 14

Family Friendly exhibitions

3 exhibitions commissioned to explore whether

artists and curators can create exhibitions to

meet family needs

Family Friendly permanent resources

3 resources funded by AAM to help improve 

the quality of a visit for the casual drop-in

family visitor:

Globetrotter Backpacks at The Whitworth Art

Gallery,

Search Engine activity trolley at Pump House

People’s History Museum, 

The Problem with Pictures (picture book) at

Bury ArtGallery and Museum

Family Friendly Fortnights

promotional umbrella marketing campaigns

delivererd by AAM in collaboration with 

its members

Guiding Principles

set of criteria developed with the Family

Friendly steering group to help venues assess

their family-friendliness

Keep it in the Family

national seminar, organised by AAM, which

explored ways in which museums and art

galleries could meet the needs of the casual

drop-in family visitor

Vart Vapour

Family Friendly comic and costumed character

developed to add value to the Family Friendly

campaign

VFR

Visiting Friends and Relations - an important

target group for the Family Friendly Tourism

Campaign
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